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Aluminium Pole
SKU: POL-ALU-001-76M

76MM (3MM WALL THICKNESS)  

76MM POLE CAP (COMES IN WHITE/ BLACK /CHINO)

The aluminium poles are a great structural solution when 

installing a Bedouin stretch tent. They are used for the support 

system.

There are three pole solutions available: aluminium wooden and 

bamboo.

 

Aluminium is recommended as they are joinable and light to 

transport.

Aluminium Pole with Steel Cap

-76MM(3MM WALL THICKNESS) - SKU: POL-ALU-002-76M

-50MM (3MM WALL THICKNESS) - SKU: POL-ALU-002-50M

Aluminium pole with steel cap fitting. The steel cap fitting is an 

accessory added to a wood or aluminium pole to add a rigging 

attachment. They are a tight and comfortable fit, look 

professional and are engineered to handle a high load. 

50mm Pole (3mm Wall with 

Steel Cap Fitting 4-Way)

SKU: POL-ALU-003-SC4

The 4-way steel cap is great when you need multiple attachment 

points for more technical installations.

Wooden Pole with 2-Way Steel 

Cap Fitting 

SKU: POL-JOI-006-50M

The 2-way steel cap is handy for double attachment points for 

more technical installations.

Pole with Foot Cap 
SIZES: 

76MM + 76MM FOOT CAP - SKU: POL-WOO-005-76M

50MM + 50MM FOOT CAP - SKU: POL-WOO-005-50M

The foot caps are designed to fit the aluminium poles to give a 

flush, neat finish and to protect the installation surface from the 

poles. They also offer extra traction on a surface.

Aluminium Pole Joiners

AVAILABLE IN:

76MM - SKU: POL-JOI-006-76M

 50MM SIZES - SKU: POL-JOI-006-50M

The big advantage with aluminium poles is they are joinable and 

collapsible using our custom made pole joiners to fit both the 

50mm and 76mm poles.
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Top Ground Mounted 
Steel Post (100 x 100) 

SKU: STE-POS-TOP

The top section of our 100x100 ground mounted steel post has 

a nice 45 degree bend to ensure good tension for permanent 

installations. 

These come in 3.5m lengths and 4 m lengths .They are sunk into 

the ground to a depth of 1.5 m to provide 2.5m and 3m 

permanent rigging posts.

Wall Mounted Steel Post with 
o45  Bend on the Top (100x100)

SKU: STE-POS-WAL

THESE ARE AVAILABLE IN 2.25M LENGTHS AND 3.75M 

LENGTHS.  

The all mounted steel post can be adjusted to 2.5m and 3m 

length. 

With the customised brackets they can be mounted and fixed to 

walls to ensure a neat rigging finish on those tight areas where  

conventional poles with guide ropes can't fit.
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Pallet Crate 1200mm x 1000mm 
SKU: PAL-CRA

This is the perfect bit of kit for storing and transporting stakes 

and other bits of rigging gear. 

Ideal for pallet tucks and forklifts!  They can be stacked on top of 

each other to maximise storage space. It's a warehouse 

manager's best friend!

Bottom Ground Mounted 
Steel Post (100 x 100) 

SKU: STE-POS-BOT

The bottom section of our steel posts have wings at the bottom 

to ensure no movement once the post is sunk into the ground.

7mm Profile | 11mm Profile

7MM PROFILE - SKU: PRO-7MM-007

11MM PROFILE - SKU: PRO-11M-007

The wall profiling was designed and developed by Dimensions 

Tents to fasten our Bedouin stretch tents to walls and hard 

surfaces to create a waterproof join. By fitting the profile flush 

with the wall one can then slide the dimensions custom finished 

stretch tent into the profile during installation.

Base Plate
SKU: BAS-PLA-008

The base plate is a support mechanism used once the stretch 

tent is installed and assists with stabilising the tent. The king 

poles are simply fastened to the base plate and the base plate to 

the ground. In situations where the pole may lose tension and 

collapse, the plate maintains the tension and rigidity.



Small and Large Corner 

Rigging Plates 

SMALL - SKU: RIG-PLA-009-SMA

LARGE - SKU: RIG-PLA-009-LRG

The small and large plates are used for rigging in soft soil 

conditions. The plates are installed with multiple pegs and can 

take attachments for tension. This makes rigging a luxury.
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10mm Nickel Plated Carabiner 

SKU: CAR-NIC-010-10M

The nickel-plated carabiners are an industry standard when 

installing a stretch tent. They are used while tensioning the tents 

and connections  of ropes to tents, etc.

They are an essential tool for attaching tents and rope 

accessories together and are used for tensioning.

25kn Rated Screw Gate 

Carabiner 
SKU: CAR-SCR-GAT-25K

Our 25kn Rated Screw Gate Carabiners are also a riggers 

dream.They can hold over two tons of weight and are perfect for 

big tent rigging and circumference ropes. 

This carabiner is also perfect for clipping on to corner base 

plates for peace of mind that your tent is 100% secure. It's simply 

a good all round bit of rigging kit to have.

50mm Pole Caps 

(Beige/Black/Sand)

SKU: POL-CAP-012-50M

Our pole caps are designed and developed and are an exclusive 

product.

They are made from a PVC that is indestructible and look very 

professional.

Adding them to the tops of the poles, where the pole touches 

the canvas, it allows for a cushioned finish protecting the stretch 

tent from potential tears and look amazing!

76mm Pole Caps
(White/Black/Sand) 

SKU: POL-CAP-012-76M

Our pole caps are designed and developed and are an exclusive 

product.

They are made from a PVC that is indestructible and look very 

professional.

Adding them to the tops of the poles, where the pole touches 

the canvas, it allows for a cushioned finish protecting the stretch 

tent from potential tears and look amazing!

50mm Aluminium Pole with 
White Pole Sock

SKU: POL-ALU-011-50M

Our poles can be adapted to have a custom coloured pole sock 

finished to your colour of choice for a slick finish.



50mm & 76mm Foot Stoppers

50MM - SKU: FOO-STO-014-50M

76MM - SKU: FOO-STO-014-76M

The custom designed foot stopper has many applications but is 

primarily designed to be added to the end finish of our 

aluminium poles. This creates a soft surface for the pole when 

resting on wood and venerable  surfaces.
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Wooden Poles
SIZES: 

2.5M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-2.5

3M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-3

3.5M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-3.5

4M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-4

4.5 - SKU: POL-WOO-013-4.5

5M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-5

5.5M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-5.5

6M - SKU: POL-WOO-013-6

Our wooden poles are custom made for stretch tents.

These perfectly crafted stretch tent poles are designed and 

developed to add the charm and a wooden organic look, as well 

as to perform the ultimate rigging solution.

They are lightweight and are engineered to meet international 

regulations.

Wooden poles can be fitted with a steel cap or optional eye nut 

attachment solution.

All tent poles are fully treated varnished and are finished with 

rope for easy handling.

Peg Puller 

SKU: PEG-PUL-016

Our Dimensions Tents peg puller is essential when it comes to 

removing pegs. Once you have used it once you won't want to 

be without this useful tool. 

Peg Covers
SKU: PEG-COV-017

The peg cover is a great solution to use as a protection method 

when installing a stretch tent. One simply places them over the 

pegs to demarcate them and they come in matching colours.

Base Plate Jack 
SKU: BAS-PLA-JAC-25K

The Base Plate Jack is an awesome bit of kit that allows you to lift 

your corner plates enough  to get the heads of your stakes out 

the ground to enable one to put your stake puller around them. 

This makes it so much quicker and easier when striking jobs.
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Dome Top Rebar Stake
1000MM x 32MM - SKU: REB-STA-TOP-100

750MM x 32MM - SKU: REB-STA-TOP-750

Our Dome Top Rebar Stake is a riggers dream! 

They are perfect for your triangular corner base plates and any 

soft soil rigging. The 32mm thickness gives it that extra hold in 

the ground.  The dome top is perfect for stakes Wacker 

Machines as well.

Rebar Collar Dome Stake
1000MM x 25MM - SKU: REB-STA-COL-100

750MM x 25 MM - SKU: REB-STA-COL-750

Our Rebar Collar Dome Stakes are perfect for rigging out riggers 

poles. The Collar adds the extra bit of firmness to your guy ropes 

to ensure good rigging points.

Pegs

SIZES: 

25MM (1M LONG) - SKU: PEG-BLK-015-25  

35MM (1.2M) - SKU: PEG-BLK-015-35  

25MMX (50CM LONG) - SKU: PEG-BLK-015-25  

The 25mm pegs are used for the downlines and smaller tents for 

pegging into the ground to create attachment points. The 

25mm comes with either a hook or bolt finish.

The 35mm peg (1.2m long) pegs are used for larger tents on the 

corners or the downlines on larger tents. These pegs are handy 

when installing on soft turf areas.

The shorter 50cm long pegs are designed for side wall 

applications.

Please note our bolt top pegs are designed for our base plates 

and rigging plates and our hook pegs for general installations.

Pole Handle
SKU: PEG-HAN-018

Our custom-designed pole handle is a great tool for raising the 

poles during the installation process. It allows one to hold onto 

the pole firmly as well as being able to raise the pole during 

installation. It's an essential tool for professional installations. 

Downline Ratchet 
Tensioning Kits
SKU: RAT-TEN-025-KIT

INCLUDES COLOUR MATCHING RATCHET HEAD COVER.

We have developed a tensioning method between poles and 

pegs to create the ultimate tension. This replaces the traditional 

rope tensioning method. 



Polyester Brain
SKU: BRA-POL-019

SIZES: 

8MM POLYESTER BRAIN 1.4 TON BREAKING STRAIN

13MM POLYESTER BRAID 4 TON BREAKING STRAIN 

Our custom ropes are specifically designed and developed for 

stretch tents installations. The rope is available in black or white 

as a standard but can be made a choice of colour on large 

orders.

The 8mm is specifically used to tension the tent from pole to 

peg. With multiple loops one can use the 8mm rope to 

maximum benefit. It's an industry standard as a tensioning 

method.

The 13mm circumference rope is woven through the perimeter 

of the tent and used for tensioning purposes. If you want to rig 

like a pro use a circumference rope!

3-Way Stretch Tent Bag

SKU: BAG-3WA-022

AVAILABLE IN ANY COLOUR

Our colour matching 3-way tent bag is easy to use when 

returning your stretch tent to its bag. 

100% waterproof for maximum protection during storage, 

designed for an easy parkway and storage solution and fully 

brandable.
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Storm Straps & Storm 

Strap Kits

STORM STRAPS  -  SKU: STO-STR-020

STORM STRAP KITS  -  STO-STR-020-KIT

AVAILABLE IN ASSORTED COLOURS TO MATCH YOUR 

TENT

The storm strap kits are a definite must for safety when thrown 

over a tent after installation. It applies pressure on the tent for 

safety purposes. Its essential for downward pressure during 

stormy days. 

Repair Kit
SKU: REP-KIT-021

Our repair kit is a handy option to have when a tent is damaged. 

All the essential tools are included for easy application and a 

professional repair job.


